Civil Engineering Undergraduate Society
Our Purpose

The CEUS is a departmental society that organizes activities and events that promote a sense of community within the Civil Engineering department. We also act as representatives of Civil students on the EUS Council, and to the Civil Engineering department.
Academic Related

Finals Review Sessions

Professor Speaker Series ‘Civil and Sandwiches’

Have questions? ceus.vpacademic@mcgilleus.ca

Academic Forum

Communicate your concerns/issues to the department
Social Events

- Colloquium
- Apartment Crawls
- Fall and Winter Banquet
- Civil and Sangria
- Wings Nights

Have questions? ceus.vpinternal@mcgilleus.ca, ceus.vpevents@mcgilleus.ca
External Events

Colloquium
Industry Tours
Networking Events
Guest Speakers

Have questions? csce@mcgilleus.ca
Year Groups and Social Media

@ceusmcgill
https://bit.ly/u0civilgroup
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@ceusmcgill

Check out our website!
https://civil.mcgilleus.ca

Have questions? ceus.president@mcgilleus.ca